MAYMESTER: (May 9 – May 27, 2022):
GEOG 429 001 STORM CHASING MTWRF 8:00AM –10:50AM AH 1312 BLACK

FIRST 5-WEEK SESSION (May 31 – July 2, 2022):
ESCI 111 500 INTRO TO PHYS GEOL/GEOG *** ON-LINE *** GROSSMAN
GEOG 202 500 NATURAL RESOURCE MGT... *** ON-LINE *** GROSSMAN
GEOG 205 500 HUMAN GEOGRAPHY *** ON-LINE *** SHAW
GEOG 210 500 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY *** ON-LINE *** MARTINEZ
GEOG 211 500 METEOROLOGY *** ON-LINE *** HU
GEOG 454 001 Topics: FIELD TECHNIQUES TTh 8:00 – 12:15 AH1316 ACHESON/MARTINEZ
IS 334 500 NATURAL RES: ISSUES & CONFLICTS *** ON-LINE *** ACHESON/BELASEN
IS 336 500 GLOBAL PROB. & HUMAN SURVIVAL *** ON-LINE *** BROWN/HUDDLESTON

SECOND 5-WEEK SESSION (July 5 – Aug. 6, 2022):
GEOG 111 501 INTRO TO GEOGRAPHY *** ON-LINE *** HUME
GEOG 201 500 WORLD REGIONS *** ON-LINE *** HUME
GEOG 322 500 AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION *** ON-LINE *** PEARSON
GEOG 333 500 GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA *** ON-LINE *** ZHOU

FULL 10-WEEK SESSION (May 31 – Aug. 6, 2022):
GEOG 321 500 QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES *** ON-LINE *** ZHOU
GEOG 424 500 VECTOR BASED GIS *** ON-LINE *** HU
GEOG 427 001 INTERNSHIP

Revised: March 18, 2022

If you want to work with a faculty member on an independent study (GEOG490 or GEOG 590) on your thesis project/paper (GEOG598 or EOG599) please arrange this with individual faculty member.